
 

 

Executive Board of Directors - Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday September 21, 2016 9:30 – 11:30am 

Dial-in Number: (641) 715-0700  
Access Code: 646645 

 
I. Call to Order – Kelly Paige 9:36am 

 
II. Roll Call – John Lux 

 
 KELLY PAIGE, Level Talent Group; President 
 SHEENA FOWLER, WIFT-FL; 1st Vice President  
 BONNIE KING, Space Coast Film & Television Commission; 2nd Vice President  
 LAUREN O’QUINN, ClassAct Studios; Treasurer 
 HERTA SUAREZ, SAG-AFTRA; Secretary 
 JUD FRENCH, FSU College of Motion Picture Arts; Executive Board Member At-

Large  
 MICHELLE HILLERY, Palm Beach County Film & TV Commission; Immediate Past 

President   
 
STAFF 

 JOHN LUX, Executive Director 
 

III. Agenda: Additions & Deletions - **MOTION TO APPROVE 
 
Michelle asks to add LA Office to agenda, New Business B 
Kelly asks to add ARRI Rental office to agenda, New Business C 
Jud French made a Motion to Approve the agenda. 
Michelle Hillery seconded the Motion. 
The Motion was carried unanimously. 

 
IV. Minutes Approval - **MOTION TO APPROVE   

a. August 5, 2016* 
 
Michelle Hillery made a Motion to Approve the Minutes. 
Lauren O’Quinn seconded the Motion. 
The Motion was carried unanimously. 

 
V. New Business 

A. Executive Director Update – John Lux 
1. Membership Update 

i. New members* & membership drive 
John Lux reported on 2 ½ months since taking over as Executive Director. Thus far 
averaging over $4,000 per month is new membership. New memberships vary from 
$1,000 down to $25 level. Majority of new members have come directly from calls and/or 
e-mails. Most of the new individual and student members are not a result of calls or e-
mails since the majority of time is spent on company memberships. Kelly Paige asked 
about the location of the new members and asked that John add the region that they are 
from to monthly report so we can see where new members are coming from. Kelly Paige 
also asked for information regarding this year versus last year when it comes to new 
membership and membership overall. John Lux mentioned that QB has not tracked new 
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membership versus renewals so he would work towards modifying that so we can see a 
breakdown. Kelly Paige asked how we are going after new membership, what’s the 
process? John Lux talked about researching potential members on Instagram, Twitter, 
Governor’s Conference on Tourism attendance list, and local film commission databases. 
Process starts e-mail, then a follow up e-mail then phone calls for companies that could 
be good candidates. Kelly Paige asked if we’re keeping track of ratio of potential 
members to conversations and how we’re tracking. John Lux noted that direct mail ratios 
are 2-4% and we are above that. Michelle Hillery asked if she could get a generic letter 
that the film commissioners could send to their mailing list to suggest joining. Kelly Paige 
asked for the cold letter to be sent to Sheena and Michelle to review. Kelly also asked 
about where we are with the Education Council to get their contacts for reaching out. 
Sheena suggested that the Education Council share the educational institutions with the 
Film Commission Council so they could help fill in contact information. Michelle Hillery 
complimented John on bringing in $12,000 in new members in less than 3 months and 
this was the vision when the Executive Director position was being envisioned. Kelly 
Paige asked about the new membership brought in in the last couple years.  

 
2. E-Mail to New Candidates 

John Lux is reaching out to all new candidates asking them about their candidacy as 
well as their thoughts on our industry. The letter was drafted, then sent through Michelle, 
Sheena, Kelly and Slater for approval. The e-mail was sent out on September 20 and 
we’ll do follow up e-mails as needed.  
 

3. E-Mail to mailing list about elections 
An e-mail will be sent to our entire mailing list, drafted by John, reviewed by Michelle, 
Sheena, Kelly and Slater, explaining the organization’s position on elections, non-
partisan and cannot endorse and suggesting people send their address to get objective 
info about their candidates. 
 

4. Robert Parente Scholarship Press Release* 
Film Florida sent out a press release announcing that we have contributed to the Robert 
Parente scholarship fund. Press release was drafted by John, approved by Graham (and 
someone from the scholarship fund), then Sheena and Kelly. More than 100 people 
clicked on the link to go to the scholarship fund and we hope some donated.  
 
John Lux brought up that one of the survivors of the Pulse shooting is trying to go to Film 
School. Ellen DeGeneres brought him on the show and Katy Perry has agreed to pay for 
his first year of film school. We are looking in to the possibility of his eligibility to receive a 
scholarship from Film Florida. 
 

B. LA Office 
Michelle Hillery talked about the question regarding Susan Sims travel funds. John, 
Michelle and Christy have worked to verify the current funds in the LA Office fund. There 
seems to be some confusion about the process and the importance to raise the funds for 
Susan’s salary. Michelle Hillery reiterated how the funding process works. If a $500 
member now paid $1,000, $500 goes to the general Film Florida fund and the additional 
$500 goes to the LA Office fund. Michelle pointed out that we found a spreadsheet math 
error which brought down our rollover balance from $5,050 to $3,550. We need to be 
cautious about paying additional expenses for the LA Office because we still have not 
solidified the entire amount of Susan’s salary. Kelly Paige pointed out that travel funds 
for the LA Office are not available until we collect all funds necessary to cover Susan’s 



 

 

salary. If film commissioners want Susan to travel to a show, those commissioners that 
want Susan to travel they can pay more per sales mission to cover Susan’s travel. 
 
John Lux pointed out that from a cash flow perspective, Film Florida is upside down. 
Film Florida has paid Susan Sims almost $10,000 to date since July and we have not 
collected anywhere near that amount so Film Florida cannot take on additional expenses 
when we’re already fronting her salary. Kelly Paige reiterated that the film 
commissioners that want Susan to travel need to pay additional if they want Susan to 
travel. 
 

C. ARRI Rental Office Closing 
Kelly, Michelle and John are gathering information from ARRI Rental so Film Florida can 
put out a statement about their Miami office closing. 
 

D. Governor’s Conference on Tourism – Kelly Paige 
1. Legends Award 
Film Florida presented Sharon Gless with the Film Florida Legends Tourism 
Ambassador Award. Michelle Hillery assisted, Sheena Fowler got hotel rooms 
comped for Sharon, Ellen Jacoby and Kelly at the Hyatt Regency. John Lux 
coordinated the video with input from Sheena and Kelly. Sharon talked about the 
importance of film and television. Michelle noted how important it was to be such an 
important part of the conference. 
 
2. Booth Presence 
John Lux talked about how well the booth presence went at the conference. People 
at the dinner and not at the dinner came to our booth. Conference attendees sought 
us out to ask how they could help and participate. 

 
E. Future Quarterly Meetings – Kelly Paige, Sheena Fowler 

1. Jingle Mingle December 7, 2016 
Sheena Fowler has a tentative location at Universal Studios City Walk for WIFT’s 
Jingle Mingle. Sheena is working on the silent auction. Kelly Paige asked about Film 
Florida being a sponsor of Jingle Mingle in the past. Sheena will be submitting a 
request for sponsorship. Sheena Fowler noted that she will be asking for the same 
amount as in the past, which is $500.  

 
2. December 8-9, 2016 in Orlando 
Sheena Fowler is working with Sapphire Falls Resort at Universal Studios Florida. 
Great benefit is that transportation (boat) is included for anything to get to Universal 
Studios. Sheena is also working with Universal Studios Florida Production Group for 
an event on Thursday, after committee meetings. The goal is to extend the hotel rate 
through the weekend so people can bring families for a mini- vacation. 

 
3. March 2017 TBD 
We hope to know by our December meetings whether we do a location or a phone 
conference. Since some people are in Tallahassee and others are at SXSW March 
might be a tough time to meet physically. We talked about the pros and cons of an in-
person meeting versus a phone BOD meeting as well as the logistics of a 
Tallahassee meeting or another location. 

 
F. Programming Partnership Opportunities 



 

 

John Lux talked about how it is an initiative to for the organization to be more involved to 
offer more to our members as well as brand awareness for Film Florida. 

 
1. WIFT Wheel & Deal 
John Lux attended event on 8/31 in Orlando with a mini Film Florida booth/table. 
Talked with a lot of potential individual members and gave out a lot of stickers and 
magnets. 
 
2. WIFT Jingle Mingle 
We will be sponsoring Jingle Mingle as we have in the past. It’s a great event for the 
industry and since WIFT is a member, we’re happy to support. 
 
3. Red Digital Cinema (9/22) 
One of our new members is RED Digital Cinema. They host monthly events at their 
shop in South Florida to promote their products. We will be helping them promote 
their events through social media.  
 
John Lux talked about our goal to help our members with their events and our 
members see value in us helping promote their events. If people have things in their 
community please send them to John so he can promote. 

 
G. Organizational Privacy – Kelly Paige **MOTION TO APPROVE 

1. Committee/Council Meetings: Open to public or closed to members 
John Lux is working with the Industry/Association Council to set up a 
meeting. Jud French said Strategic Futures is planning on an upcoming 
meeting. Kelly Paige suggested that committees and council meetings 
should be closed to members only. This allows the group to speak freely and work 
openly in workshops. Also, if all of our meetings and events are open to the public 
what’s the advantage of being a member. Everyone agreed the committee and 
council meetings should be closed to public as long as BOD meetings are open to 
the public. At quarterly meetings we will inform chairs and vice chairs that they need 
to be at door and get people to sign in and verify attendees are members. Kelly 
pointed out the Welcome Reception is open to bring people in, but there needs to be 
a portion of the meetings that are members only. Kelly asked if we needed to vote, 
John said there was no change to the by-laws. Kelly and Michelle talked about the 
need to start drafting some Film Florida policy and procedures.  
Lauren O’Quinn made a motion to keep committee and council meetings 
closed to members only. 
Sheena Fowler seconded the motion. 
The Motion carried unanimously. 
 
2. Internal Documents and Conversations 
Kelly Paige talked about the importance of keeping documents and conversations 
that are part of executive board, committee and council meetings confidential. They 
are to work things out, debate, and find solutions before presenting. Kelly and 
Michelle Hillery talked again about the need for a policy manual. John Lux agreed 
to start working on the policy manual for the organization. Michelle and Kelly also 
talked about the importance of open and honest conversation on Executive Board 
calls. If people disagree with something, the calls are the time to voice those 
disagreements, not finding out that someone disagreed a week later by talking to 
someone outside the call. We all need to understand where people stand and remain 
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a cohesive group. Kelly Paige believes if someone doesn’t honor the confidentiality 
of conversations and documents the first time the person is reprimanded but a 
second time could be reason for removal from Executive Board. 

 
H. Legislative Strategy – Kelly Paige 

1. Slater, Sarah, Paul and Todd joining at 10:30am 
2. Legislative Champions 
3. Path to Success 
Slater Bayliss talked about how happy he and Sarah are to be back with Film 
Florida. From a business incentive perspective things have changed in Tallahassee 
and when this happens the smart people start preparing for the next shift. 
Traditionally it has been the Senate that hasn’t gone along with the Governor but now 
it’s the House not following the Governor’s priorities. People in the House are now in 
a more powerful position than last year. In the Senate we have a great ally as budget 
chair (Senator Latvala). There may also be a shift of a little power in the Senate if 
Democrats win back a couple seats. Long term budget projections are not great. 
Projections show more spending in recurring spending than money being brought 
back in. We could make the case that if our industry isn’t invested in what we have 
contributed in the past could worsen. With a first year Speaker of the House who is 
against business incentives, absent a big bargain, it’s unlikely we’ll see money spent 
on new incentives. Programs that have recurring funds will be under scrutiny as well. 
 
Kelly Paige believes that getting a traditional bill passed would be a monumental 
task with the new Speaker in his first year. That doesn’t mean we won’t try to get 
something accomplished but it probably won’t be a traditional ask. Kelly is putting 
together a small task force to look at options to bring to Tallahassee. Paul Sirmons 
and Todd Roobin would lead the task force. Goal would be to look at 3-4 options that 
have possibilities. Kelly would bring them to Sen Latvala to get his input on whether 
any are realistic. Since both major public private partnerships are under such scrutiny 
that chances of Film Florida becoming a P3 are not likely this year. Slater added that 
EFI and VISIT FLORIDA should expect no increases from last year and likely a 
decrease based on what the Speaker has talked about. 
 
Paul Sirmons asked for clarification on the revenue outlook. Slater Bayliss 
explained that it really has to do with recurring revenues and costs over the next 3 
years. The projection for this coming year isn’t really relevant since the following 2 
years seem down, which is where people are focusing. Kelly Paige believes 
because of the way the legislators are looking at incentives and the budget outlook, 
finding a bill sponsor, might be challenging. Slater Bayliss wouldn’t advise coming 
up with an incentive but maybe there is something we can to do allow our champions 
to show how important the jobs and money our industry brings in to the state. It also 
puts us in a position to be successful if/when incentives become more acceptable. 
Kelly Paige talked about the task force bringing a couple ideas to Executive Board 
for review.  
 
Sheena Fowler presented to her BOD the legislative priorities for the industry, 
including broad purposes like keeping Florida competitive in film, television and 
digital media, keeping Florida competitive in economic development. This keep it 
broad but we know what goals are. While there isn’t a specific ask yet, it shows the 
goals we’re working towards. The list of partners that were included in who the EDC 



 

 

is working with include Film Florida. Sheena is also working with Niki Welge and DEO 
to clarify NAICS codes to more accurately categorize our industry.  
 
Michelle Hillery added that she assumes that one of our priorities will be to reinstate 
funds for the LA Office (Susan’s salary). The priority is for marketing, including 
Susan. Kelly Paige talked about our priority needs to include funding for Susan 
and/or Film Florida having a more active role for marketing the state for our industry. 
Kelly asked Slater and Sarah about reinstating Susan’s salary to DEO. Slater is 
concerned that things are very interwoven and one small wrong move could paint the 
entire effort in a negative light. Michelle Hillery later asked about the letter being 
sent to Sissy Proctor regarding reinstatement of Susan’s salary. Kelly Paige said 
there would be a meeting first followed by a letter. 
 
Michelle Hillery asked how many P3’s are in Florida. Slater Bayliss said there are 
hundreds of P3’s in DOT and Healthcare has many more. In broadest senses there 
are a lot, in terms of outside group organizations to run a program, there are far less. 
Jud French pointed out that most are project based for things like road ways. P3’s 
like Space Florida, VISIT FLORIDA and EFI are the largest examples but the state is 
rolling most back to the bare minimum. Paul Sirmons pointed the incoming Speaker 
appears to be going hard after EFI and VISIT FLORIDA to the point where they could 
be eliminated. Michelle Hillery added that VISIT FLORIDA has such great support 
from the state to eliminate it would be a bad idea.  
 
Kelly Paige pointed out that we need to continue looking at things without a state 
incentive since that’s the reality we live in right now. Jud French followed by saying 
that’s the purpose of the Strategic Futures Committee, it’s part of the mission 
statement.  
 

VI. Adjournment – 12:01pm 
 

*Backup Provided 
 
**Needs Motion & Approval 


